
So what of the shrunk economy? 
 

The economic downturn has come as no surprise to anyone, maybe the magnitude of the 

downturn (3.2%) is a bit out of kilter to analyst’s expectations. With load-shedding, elections 

and rising unemployment, economic contraction was merely a question of extent. 

 

Tuesday’s announcement has been received with much fanfare and sensationalising. This is 

not to say South Africans should not be concerned, it is the alarmism that is concerning. In 

the age of social media, ill-informed and overstated opinions are prone to be treated as 

expert views. Some predictions bordered on economic Armageddon and just about forecast 

the collapse of the economy.  

 

Perhaps to moderate some of the views, let me share some thoughts in 300 words; 

 

1. The rate of GDP growth or contraction is a lagging indicator of economic activity.  

 

Simply put, all this brouhaha is about economic activity that has passed. Not only can you 

not do anything about it, this measure is of questionable economic consequence when 

looking into the future. This is much like looking at your school report for the 1st term or your 

company’s first quarter results. A quarter of contraction is not an indication of future 

economic performance and does not determine investment appetite. 

 

2. GDP growth rate is remotely related to job growth 

 

Economic cycles are often not indicative of job cycles. Economic outcomes can often be 

aggravated by factors that have little bearing on jobs, e.g.) commodity price driven 

outcomes. In technical speak, the South African Growth Elasticity of Employment (a 

regressor used as a proxy measure for the intensity of labour involvement in economic 

growth) has been inconsequential over the past decade. Simply put, a 1% increase or 

decline GDP leads to a 0.13% movement in employment. 

 

3. Consequence for entrepreneurs 

 

As an entrepreneur, the most important consideration is what the future prospects indicate. 

You need to keep in mind that business is cyclical and that downturns are inevitable. If there 

is a fundamental need for your products and/or services, then the upturn will pay dividends. 

You need only to stick to it.  



 

I have personally lived through several downturns since 2001. Matter of fact, when I started 

out in business (2001) the economy was in the doldrums; GDP was low (Q1: 0.6%), inflation 

was on the rise (2001: 5.73%; 2002: 9.5%), unemployment was high (25.4%), interest rates 

went through the roof (Prime: 14.5%) and the Rand was losing ground (R8.15/$1).  

 

My take has always been this, true entrepreneurship is tested in a downturn. If you can 

make money when the economy tanks, you will make a killing when it turns around. 

 

Happy Entrepreneuring!  

Tshepo Phakathi | CEO Phakathi Holdings 

#NedbankBusinessIgnite  

#Sticktoitedness 


